


Compounds or Mixtures

s In a pervious lesson, you learned about elements, 
molecules, and compounds. 

s All matter can be classified either a pure substance 
or a mixture.

s Elements and compounds are pure substances; they 
have a constant 
composition and 
consistent 
properties
throughout.



Compounds or Mixtures

s A mixture forms when two 
or more substances combine 
without changing the nature 
of the component 
substances.

s Unlike compounds, which change chemically and 
result in a new substance, mixtures result from 
physical changes and retain their original properties.

s The compounds in a mixture do not bond to form a 
new substance.



Compounds or Mixtures

s In some mixtures, it is easy to 
see the individual substances.

s A collection of coins from the 
around the world is this type 
of mixture.

s You can pick out types of 
coins by size, color, or unique 
designs that have been 
stamped on them.



Compounds or Mixtures

s Some mixtures do not have a uniform 
composition and contain tiny pieces of one 
substances mixed within the other 
substances.

s Some examples of these mixtures are as 
follows:
s emulsions, which have two or more liquids, 

where one liquid contains the other, such as 
mayonnaise and many salad dressings

s colloids, which are liquid mixtures containing 
small particles that do not separate out



Compounds or Mixtures

s aerosols, such as room fresheners that come out of 
spray cans

s forms, such as whipped cream and shaving cream
s gels, such as toothpaste



Compounds or Mixtures

s In many mixtures, the substances are blended so 
evenly that the mixture appears to be the same 
throughout. Examples include the air we breathe 
and the sodas and juices we drink.



Compounds or Mixtures



Separating Mixtures

s Mixtures do not have chemical formulas like 
compounds. They do not have fixed compositions.

s You can mix different amounts of the substances 
and still have the same type of mixture.

s For example, air is a mixture 
of mostly nitrogen and 
oxygen with a blend of carbon 
dioxide and other gases.

s Smoke is a mixture of particle 
of carbon, ash, and air.



Separating Mixtures

s Because no chemical reaction occurs 
when you blend substances in a mixture, 
each compound keeps its original 
physical properties. 

s You can use these physical properties to 
separate the individual substances from 
the mixtures.



Separating Mixtures
Ways to Separate Mixtures

Process Examples

magnetism separating iron from sand

filtration separating sand from water

evaporation separating salt from seawater

distillation separating pure water from seawater

paper chromatography separating out the colors in black ink



Separating Mixtures
Density

s You can also use density to separate
materials in a mixture. 

s Homemade salad dressings are made 
with oil, vinegar, water, and spices.

s Each of these substances has a different 
density.

s If you let the homemade salad dressing sit on a 
tabletop, the different substances will separate into 
layers based on density. The less dense substances 
will float on top of the denser substances.



Separating Mixtures
Combinations

s Sometimes you need to use a combination of 
properties to separate the substances in a mixture.

s Soil is a mixture of many different substances.

s Most of them you can separate mechanically by 
using different sizes of 
sieves or screens to 
separate the larger 
particles from the 
smaller one.



Separating Mixtures
Practical Uses

s Being able to separate 
materials from 
mixtures using their 
different physical 
properties has many 
practical uses in the 
real world.

s Recycling plants are designed to separate all the 
materials mixed in our recycling bins so they can be 
recycled into new materials.



Separating Mixtures
Combinations

s Another way to separate the large some of the 
substances is to pour the soil into water.

s The least dense substances will float while the 
substances with greater density will sink.



Separating Mixtures
Practical Uses

s Here are some of the techniques a typical plant uses:
s sieves and screens sort items mechanically by size
s magnets separate metal objects such as steel cans
s rapidly spinning drums separate lighter paper and 

plastic from denser metal and glass
s optical scanners trigger blasts of air to separate 

materials by color
s shredded plastics can be separated from paper using 

static electric energy


